
Camera Day/Night Mode Adjustment 



Day light with IR-Cut filter  Day light without IR-Cut filter 

Day light is with visible lights and IR lights. Human eyes cannot see IR 
lights, but COMS can, so the color of image from COMS is red. In order to 
let image match to what people see, camera needs IR cut filter for day 
light. 



At night, camera needs IR light to enhance the image. IR-cut filter is 
between lens and sensor, so the IR light will be blocked. Therefore, IR-cut 
filter should be on at day time and off at night time. 

Without IR LED at Night With IR LED at Night 



Photo sensor can detect  lights but the timing of the day/night mode 
switch is fixed. If user wants to adjust the timing of the day/night mode, 
use can adjust the timing manually in the camera web UI. 

Web UI Photo Sensor 



Go to Video=>Exposure=>Others=>IR-Cut 

Step 1  



In the IR-Cut, select Manual and click Apply button. 

Step 2  



 Please click “Apply” to save the setting to the camera. It needs to be 
done each adjustment. Otherwise, the setting won’t be working. 
 
 



A. Red bar: the current light value 
B. Night mode threshold: When the red bar is at the left side of night 

mode threshold, camera will be at the night mode.(Section 3)  
C. Day mode threshold: When the red bar is at the right side of day 

mode threshold, camera will be at the day mode. (Section 1) 

Step 3  

B. Night Mode C. Day Mode 



A. Red bar: the current light value 
B. Night mode threshold: When the red bar is at the left side of night 

mode threshold, camera will be at the night mode.(Section 3)  
C. Day mode threshold: When the red bar is at the right side of day 

mode threshold, camera will be at the day mode. (Section 1) 

Step 3  



When camera is from day to night, the red bar will go from section 1 to 
section 3. Section 1 is at day mode. Section 2 is at day mode. Section 3 is 
at night mode. 

Day to Night 

Day 

Day 

Night 



When camera is from night to day, the red bar will go from section 3 to 
section 1, Section 3 is at night mode. Section 2 is at night mode. Section 
1 is at day mode. 

Night to Day 

Day 

Night 

Night 



If user wants to postpone the timing of the day mode time, please adjust 
night mode threshold to the left. 
 

Day mode 



 If the camera keeps switching between the day and night mode, please 
adjust the day mode threshold to the right side of the red bar. 
 
 

Trouble shooting 



If user wants the current light is at day mode, please adjust the night 
mode threshold to the left side of the red bar. 
 

Day Mode 



If user wants the current light is at night mode, please adjust the night 
mode threshold to the right side of the red bar. 
 

Night Mode 




